Abstract. Flooding in Canada is often caused by heavy rainfall during the snowmelt period. Hydrologic forecast centers rely on precipitation forecasts obtained from numerical weather prediction (NWP) models to enforce hydrological models for 10 streamflow forecasting. The uncertainties in raw quantitative precipitation forecasts (QPFs) are enhanced by physiography and orography effect over diverse landscape, particularly in the western catchments of Canada. A Bayesian post-processing approach called rainfall-post processing (RPP), developed in Australia Shrestha et al., 2015) , has been applied to assess its forecast performance in a Canadian catchment. Raw QPFs obtained from two sources, Global ensemble forecasting system (GEFS) Reforecast 2 project from National Centers for Environmental Protection (NCEP), and 15 Global deterministic forecast system (GDPS) from Environment and Climate Change Canada (ECCC) are used in this study.
technical difficulties and computational requirements involved in perturbing initial conditions and physical parametrization of the NWP model. The QPFs, ensemble or deterministic, have to be post-processed prior to use as reliable estimates of any observations (e.g., streamflow).
In the last decade, several post-processing methods reliant on statistical models have been proposed. The basic idea is to 5 develop a statistical model by exploiting the joint relationship between observations and NWP forecasts, estimate the model parameters using past data, and reproduce post-processed ensemble forecasts of the future (Roulin and Vannitsem, 2012; Robertson et al., 2013; Chen et al., 2014; Khajehei, 2015; Shrestha et al., 2015; Khajehei and Moradkhani, 2017; Schaake et al., 2007; Wu et al., 2011; Tao et al., 2014) . The range of complexity in the post processing approaches vary from regression-based approaches to parametric or non-parametric models based on the meteorological variables (wind speed, 10 temperature, precipitation etc.) and specific applications. Precipitation is known to have complex spatial structure and behavior (Jha et al., 2015a; Jha et al., 2015b) . Thus it is much more difficult to forecast than other atmospheric variables because of nonlinearities and the sensitive processes involved in its generation (Bardossy and Plate, 1992; Jha et al., 2013) .
From the perspective of a hydrologic forecast center, the post-processing approach should be effective while involving few parameters. For instance, the United States National Weather Service River Forecast System has been using an Ensemble 15 Pre-Processing (EPP) technique that constructs ensemble forecasts through the Bayesian Forecasting System by correlating normal quantile transform of QPFs and observations (Wu et al., 2011) . In order to instill space-time variability of precipitation forecast in ensemble, the post-processed forecast ensemble is reordered based on historical data using the Schaake-Shuffle procedure (Clark et al., 2004; Schaake et al., 2007) . This pre-processing technique requires a long historical hindcast database as it relates single NWP forecasts to corresponding observations. In Australia, Robertson et al. (2013) 20 developed a Bayesian post-processing approach called Rainfall Post-processing (RPP) to generate sub-daily precipitation ensemble forecasts. The approach was based on combining Bayesian Joint Probability (BJP) approach of Wang et al. (2009) and Wang and Robertson (2011) , along with the Schaake-Shuffle procedure (Clark et al., 2004) . In contrast to EPP, the RPP approach of Robertson et al. (2013) has been described with few parameters and it can better deal with the transformation and zero value problems in NWP forecasts (Tao et al., 2014) . The RPP approach has been successfully applied to remove 25 rainfall forecast bias and quantify forecast uncertainty from NWP models in Australian catchments (Bennett et al., 2014; Shrestha et al., 2015) .
Recent developments in post-processing techniques and advantage of generating ensembles, and thus estimating uncertainty, are well established in the literature. In an operational context, however, forecast centres in Canada tend to use deterministic 30 forecasts in hydrologic models to obtain streamflow forecasts. The main reasons for this are the higher spatial and temporal resolution of the deterministic forecasts over the ensemble QPFs, and the associated computational complexities in dealing with ensemble members. The added advantage of using ensemble forecasts over deterministic forecasts have been addressed in many previous studies (e.g., (Abaza et al., 2013; Boucher et al., 2011) Medium-range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF), The Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA), The National Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP), The Canadian Meteorological Center (CMC), etc.) seem to be a preferred choice Zsótér et al., 2016; Qu et al., 2017; Hamill, 2012) .
5
The aims of this study are to: (a) evaluate the performance of RPP in improving cold regions precipitation forecasts; (b) compare the ensembles generated from applying RPP to the deterministic QPFs obtained from GEFS and GDPS (referred to as calibrated QPF); and, (c) investigate forecast performance during an extreme precipitation event like that of 2013 in Alberta, Canada. The methodology and description of the study area and datasets are presented in Section 2. Section 3 presents results, followed by discussion and conclusion in Section 4. 10
Methodology

Post-processing approach
We use the RPP to post-process the precipitation forecasts. The RPP was developed by Robertson et al. (2013) and successfully applied to a range of Australian catchments (Shrestha et al., 2015) . Detailed descriptions of the RPP can be found in above references, here we present a brief overview of the method. 15
The input to the post processing approach is observation ( O z ) and raw QPF ( rf z ). A log-sinh transformation is applied to both observations and raw precipitation forecast: 
) to model the joint distribution of raw QPF and observation.
We infer a single set of model parameters that maximizes the posterior parameter distribution using the shuffled complex 5 evolution algorithm (Duan et al., 1994) . All model parameters are reparametrized to ease parameter inference. Once the parameters are inferred, the forecast is estimated using the parameters and bivariate normal distribution conditioned on the raw forecast. The random sampling from the conditional distribution generates the ensemble of forecasts. Since the forecasts are generated at each location for each lead-time separately, the space-time correlation in the ensemble members will be unrealistic. The Schaake shuffle (Clark et al., 2004) is then applied at the same time step as the forecast to adjust the space-10 time correlations in the ensemble similar to what was observed in the historically observed data. The Schaake shuffle calculates the rank in the observed data and instills the same rank in the sorted new ensemble forecast. This procedure is repeated to obtain a realistic space-time correlation in the forecasts. The forecast values are then transformed to the original space using inverse of Equations (1) and (2).
15
An important feature of the RPP is the treatment of (near) zero precipitation values, which are treated as censored data (i.e. having values less than or equal to (near) zero) in the parameter inference. This enables the use of the continuous bivariate normal distribution for a problem which is otherwise solved using a mixed discrete-continuous probability distribution (e.g. Wu et al. (2011) ).
Statistical treatment of forecasts 20
We calculate uncertainty around raw and calibrated QPFs through a bootstrap procedure (e.g. Shrestha et al. (2013) ). The first 1095 pairs (three years of data) of forecast-observation are sampled from the original forecast-observation pairs, with replacement and verification scores calculated. These steps are repeated 5000 times to obtain a distribution of the verification score, from which 5% and 95% confidence interval are calculated.
Study area and datasets 25
The selected study area is southern Alberta, located in western Canada ( Figure 1a common to Alberta. The Oldman, Bow and Red Deer river basins, all located at the foothills of the Canadian Rocky mountain range, are subjected to extreme precipitation events. In June 2013 a major flood occurred in this region resulting from the combined effect of heavy rainfall during mountain snowpack melt over partially frozen ground (Pomeroy et al., 2016; Teufel et al., 2016) . Some river basins received 1.5 times 1:100 year rainfall, estimated to be 250 mm rain in 24 hours.
The flood affected most of Southern Alberta from Canmore to Calgary and beyond, causing evacuation of around 100,000 5 people and a reported cost of damage of infrastructure exceeding $6CAD billion (Milrad et al., 2015) . The spatial distribution of convective precipitation and orography make it difficult for any NWP model to successfully predict the summertime convective precipitation in Alberta. The NWP forecasts at the time predicted less (about half of the actual amount) rainfall during this event (AMEC, 2014).
10
The dataset used in this study consists of observed and forecast daily precipitation over for the period of 2013 to 2015, including the heavy precipitation event causing the major flood of 2013. Observed data were obtained from the Environment and Climate Change Canada (ECCC) precipitation gauges. Two precipitation forecasts were obtained: the Global Ensemble Forecast System (GEFS) Reforecast Version 2 data from National Centers for Environmental Protection (NCEP), and Global deterministic forecast system (GDPS) from ECCC. A description of both forecasts is presented in Table 1 . The spatial 15 resolution of GEFS and GDPS forecasts are approximately 50 and 25 km, respectively. In the case of GEFS, there are eleven forecast members including one control run and ten ensembles. All forecast members are equally likely, while the ensemble mean is expected to have better skill than any individual member (Personal correspondence with Dr. Gary Bates at NOAA).
The forecast is available at 00 UTC at an interval of three hours for the first three days and then six hourly up to eight days. Kalman filter based on a data assimilation technique that produces 20 ensemble members at a spatial resolution of 100 km, 25 while the output from operational deterministic forecast system (GDPS) is available at 25 km resolution for forecast lead times up to and beyond two weeks. Three years of continuous GDPS forecasts from 01/01/2013 to 31/12/2015 with leadtime of 5 days at 00 UTC are used in the present analysis.
There are three major rivers passing through the study area: Bow River, Oldman River, and Red Deer River (Figure 1b) . For 30 the purpose of hydrological prediction, the River Forecast Centre in Alberta uses fifteen subcatchments (marked with numbers 1 to 15 in Figure 1b ) to delineate the study area, with drainage areas as indicated in Table 2 .
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The distribution of precipitation gauges and forecast locations are uneven in the various subcatchments (Figure 1b) . For hydrological modeling purposes, data are required at the centroid of a subcatchment, therefore the average of observed precipitation at the centroid of a subcatchment is calculated using an inverse-distance weighting (IDW) (Shepard, 1968) considering four neighboring gauges. Subcatchment 2 received the highest subcatchment-averaged annual precipitation while subcatchment 13 received lowest average annual precipitation during all the three years period (Table 2 ). In each 5 subcatchment, an area-weighted forecast is calculated by considering the portion of the forecast grid that overlaps with the subcatchment. Figure 2 indicates there is always a bias between the raw QPFs and observations. Raw QPFs from GEFS seems to forecast this peak precipitation value quite well, however, in subcatchment 11, it shows an underestimation of precipitation amount. There is a relatively larger bias observed in the raw QPFs from GDPS (Figures 2c and 2d ).
Experimental set up 15
Post-processing is applied to precipitation in 15 subcatchments, making use of the subcatchment-averaged precipitation forecast data for the total study duration (i.e., 2013 to 2015 for GEFS and GDPS), for each days forecast at 00 UTC up to the lead-time of 5 days. We applied a leave-one-month out cross validation approach. The simulation runs in two modes: inference and forecast. In the inference mode, for example, and in the case of GEFS data: 36 months of precipitation forecast and observations are used to estimate the model parameters. Once parameters are estimated, the simulation runs in forecast 20 mode to generate 1000 ensembles of precipitation forecast for the month that was left out of the calibration. The process is repeated 36 times (i.e., three years of data) to generate forecasts. In the case of GDPS data, the same procedure is applied.
Results
Verification of the post-processed forecasts
We assess the processed forecast in terms of deterministic metrics, such as percent bias defined as percent deviation from the 25 observations (Bias (%)), mean absolute error (MAE in mm), and a probabilistic metric, continuous rank probability score (CRPS) at each site for the forecast period (t). The percent bias is estimated: MAE measures the closeness of the forecasts and observations over the forecast period.
In case of ensemble forecast, we use the mean value of forecasts in the calculation of both bias and MAE. Low value of both 5 bias and MAE indicate that the forecasts are closer to observations. Percent bias close to zero indicates that forecasts are unbiased.
The CRPS is a probabilistic measure to relate the cumulative distribution of the forecasts and the observations: The relative operating characteristic (ROC) curves are used to assess the forecast's ability to discriminate precipitation 15 events in terms of hit rate and false alarm rate. Given a precipitation threshold, hit rate refers to probability of forecasts that detected events smaller or larger in magnitude than the threshold; false alarm rate refers to probability of erroneous forecasts or false detection (Atger, 2004; Golding, 2000) . If the ROC curves (plot between hit rate versus false alarm rate) approach the top left corner of the plot, the forecast is considered to have greater ability to discriminate precipitation events. The discrimination ability of the forecast is considered low when the ROC curves are close to the diagonal. 20
To compare the spread in forecast ensembles against the observations, we perform spread-skill analysis by plotting ensemble spread versus forecast error (e.g., Nester et al. (2012) ). The ensemble spread is defined as mean absolute difference between the ensemble members and the mean. The absolute difference between the observation and the ensemble mean is defined as forecast error. For each lead time in the cross-validation period, we compute the ensemble spread and forecast error for 1000 25 ensemble forecasts, sort them in increasing order, group the values in 10 classes, and calculate an average spread and error in each class. Figures 3 presents the percent bias and CRPS in five subcatchments for both GEFS and GDPS forecasts, based on their unique characteristics. Out of 15 subcatchments considered in this study, the maximum and minimum total annual subcatchment-averaged precipitation respectively for years 2013 to 2015 occurred in subcatchments 2 and 13 (see Table 2 ); subcatchments 7 and 8 have minimum and maximum size respectively. The four selected subcatchments covered the middle and southern portions of the study area, therefore we include subcatchment 4 to facilitate discussion on the performance of 5 calibrated QPFs in the northern portion of the study area as well.
Evaluation of calibrated QPFs
Based on visual inspection of bias plots (Figure 3a to 3e) , the bias in the calibrated QPF is close to zero in almost all five subcatchments, indicating that the RPP is able to reduce the bias in the raw QPF. In case of GEFS forecasts for the lead-time of one day, the raw QPF has bias ranging from 5 % (in subcatchment 2) to around 200 % (in subcatchment 13). In all the 10 subcatchments, the bias is very high for the lead-time of up to 3 days (except subcatchment 2), and drops afterwards to a lower value for higher lead times. In subcatchment 2, the bias is close to zero in the raw QPF for the lead-time up to three days, and around -40% during lead-times from 4 to 5 days. Higher bias in the first three days lead-time can be attributed to the 'spin-up' of the NWP model. Spin-up is expected to influence only the first day or two, however, and extending the same reasoning for larger biases up to 3 days is counter-intuitive. In the case of GDPS, the bias in the raw QPF is close to zero 15 (except in subcatchments 2 and 8, where bias is negative) for 1 day lead time, but the bias increases up to as high as 700% (subcatchment 13) for the lead-time of 5 days. The 5% and 95% confidence interval around the raw QPF also increases with lead-time indicating that the forecast for lead-time of 1 day will have higher confidence (hence a narrow shaded area), than for the latter days, which is intuitive. The bias of calibrated QPFs is close to zero in all the subcatchments, demonstrating the efficacy of RPP technique. 20
The subcatchment-averaged CRPS of raw and calibrated QPFs is shown on Figures 3f to 3j . It is worth mentioning that for the deterministic forecast, the CRPS reduces to mean-absolute error (MAE), thus the plots for raw QPF (Figures 3f to 3j) show MAE. For simplicity, we therefore refer to MAE of raw QPF as its CRPS. The CRPS estimated on the calibrated QPFs are based on 1000 ensembles generated from the RPP approach. In the case of GEFS and similar to the bias plots ( Figures  25   3a to 3e) , we notice the drastic change in the CRPS pattern after a lead-time of 4 days in the raw QPF. The CRPS based on the calibrated QPFs, however, consistently increase indicating that as the lead-time increases, deviation between forecasts and observation will be larger. In case of GDPS, the CRPS of raw QPF is around 2 mm/day for lead-time of one day, almost linearly increasing up to 10 mm/day for forecast lead-times of 5 days. The RPP approach reduces the CRPS to a nearly constant value (around 1 to 2.5 mm/day) for each lead-time in all subcatchments. Despite the size and hydrological 30 characteristics across the subcatchments, the calibrated QPF has lower CRPS than the raw QPF, which demonstrates that the RPP is able to improve the raw QPF across all lead times. To assess the calibrated forecasts' ability to discriminate between low precipitation events (<0.2 mm) and high precipitation events (>5 mm) for all lead times, Figure 4 presents the ROC curves for years 2013 to 2015. We only present results for lead-times of 1, 3 and 5 days for calibrated GEFS and GDPS forecasts for subcatchment 11. For GEFS (Figures 4a and 4b) , the ROC curves for days 1, 3 and 5 increasingly move away from the top left corner of the plot, suggesting that forecasts for shorter lead times have slightly higher discriminative ability than those for longer lead times. GDPS shows similar behavior 5 (Figures 4c and 4d) , indicating that Forecasts at longer lead times are less skillful than those at shorter lead times. The spread in ROC curves is larger for GDPS than GEFS, however, indicating that the skill of GDPS forecasts decreases significantly for longer lead times. Another major difference between calibrated GEFS and GDPS forecasts is that none of the ROC curves approach the diagonal for GEFS forecasts, suggesting that calibrated forecasts are always skillful; while ROC curves are very close to the diagonal for longer lead times for GDPS. GEFS forecasts for a lead time of 1 day suggest that the 10 forecast discrimination is stronger for higher rainfall events (> 5 mm) where ROC curves are closer to left corner of the plot (Figures 4c and 4d ) than for smaller precipitation events (< 0.2 mm). Figure 5 indicates the forecast error versus spread of the ensembles for calibrated GEFS and GDPS forecasts with lead times of 1, 3 and 5 days for subcatchment 11. Most of the points seem to fall on the diagonal (1:1 line), suggesting good agreement 15 between the forecast error and the spread across all the lead times. This indicates the calibrated GEFS and GDPS forecasts are unbiased at all lead times.
Performance of calibrated QPFs during an extreme event
20
As mentioned in Section 2.3, a severe flood event occurred from 20 th to 24 th of June, 2013 in Calgary (located near the outlet of subcatchment 7, see Figure 1b ). Therefore we examine subcatchment-averaged precipitation obtained from raw and calibrated QPFs against observed data. From the observed data, we notice that most peak precipitation events occurred over the mountains (i.e., in subcatchments 10 and 11). To consider both the peak precipitation event responsible for triggering the 2013 flood and also the series of smaller precipitation events before and after the peak event, we select a one month period 25 from 10 th June to 10 th July 2013. Results for the 1 day lead-time in subcatchments 10 and 11 ( Figure 6 ) relative to observed data suggest that there were series of high precipitation events on day 10, 11 and 12. Compared to these high precipitation events, there was almost negligible precipitation on the remaining days (with the exception of some small events on days 26 and 29). In both subcatchments 10 and 11, raw GEFS forecasts show significantly less precipitation compared to the observations on day 10. There is, however, a close match between the raw forecast and observed precipitation on days 11 30 and 12 (see Figures 6a and 6b) . On the remaining days, raw GEFS consistently forecasts a higher magnitude of precipitation than the observations. The raw GDPS forecast shows significantly lower magnitude of precipitation relative to observed during the entire event (days 10 to 12; Figures 6c and Figure 6d ). The forecast shows overprediction of a smaller event on day 26 and underprediction on day 29. For the remaining days, the raw GDPS forecast closely matches observed Hydrol. Earth Syst. Sci. Discuss., https://doi.org/10.5194/hess-2017-331 Manuscript under review for journal Hydrol. Earth Syst. Sci. Discussion started: 7 August 2017 c Author(s) 2017. CC BY 4.0 License. precipitation. The shaded area for the calibrated QPF in the case of both GEFS and GDPS indicates the range of precipitation forecasts obtained from 1000 ensemble forecast members. In both subcatchments 10 and 11, the catchment-averaged calibrated QPFs (shaded area) is able to capture peak precipitation and the smaller events (except for day 10 in calibrated GEFS).
5
We also evaluated the ability of the calibrated QPFs to discriminate between events and non-events for large rainfall events (>5 mm) from 10 th June to 10 th July 2013. The ROC curves for lead times of 1, 3, and 5 days for both calibrated GEFS and GDPS in subcatchment 11 (Figure 7) indicate that, similar to Figure 4 ,. the calibrated GEFS (lead times of 1 and 3 days) and calibrated GDPS (lead time of 1 day) have a greater ability to discriminate between events and non-events.
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Discussion and conclusion
Based on the results presented, the RPP shows promising performance for catchments in cold and snowy climates, such as that in Western Canada. Bias free precipitation is a vital component, among other inputs, for improved streamflow forecasts from hydrological models. For raw GEFS and GDPS, the RPP approach was able to reduce the bias in the calibrated QPFs close to zero. It was expected that the bias would increase with increasing lead-time given forecasts for longer lead times 15 were less certain than those for the shorter lead times. Counter-intuitive behavior was observed in the bias calculated from raw GEFS forecasts, where higher bias was computed in the first three days lead-time, and then reduced to a constant value for the forecast following that. There was no known reason for this behaviour, even in consultation with the data providers (personal correspondence with Dr. Gary Bates and Dr. Tom Hamill at NOAA). To the best of our knowledge, GEFS data has not previously been used or tested specifically in Western Canadian catchments. The GDPS forecast, however, showed an 20 expected trend of increasing bias with increasing lead time. The advantage of applying the RPP approach was that, irrespective of the nature of the inherent bias in the raw forecasts, the calibrated QPFs were bias free.
The calibrated QPFs have significantly reduced CRPS values in all subcatchments in both GEFS and GDPS forecasts.
Furthermore, the ensembles produced from the deterministic QPF were mostly able to capture the peak precipitation events 25 within the study area (i.e., June 2013). It is noted that in the absence of ensembles, a hydrological model would take only raw QPF and would therefore not forecast the resulting streamflow correctly during a major flood event. Ensemble precipitation forecasts would enable uncertainty bands to be produced around the forecast streamflow simulated from a hydrological model, thus increasing the chance of properly assessing the associated risks associated with sudden, high precipitation events. 30 ROC curves for calibrated QPFs showed that GEFS forecasts have greater ability to discriminate between events and nonevents for both low and high precipitation across all lead times. The discrimination ability of GDPS forecasts, however, reduces significantly with increasing lead-time.
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In conclusion, this study assessed the performance of a post-processing approach, RPP, developed in Australia to a catchment in Alberta, Canada. The RPP approach was applied on two sets of raw forecasts, GEFS and GDPS, obtained from two different NWP models for common periods in 2013 and 2015. In each case, 1000 post-processed forecast ensembles were created. Post-processed forecasts were demonstrated to have low bias and higher accuracy for each lead-time in 15 5 subcatchments covering a range of topographical conditions, from mountains to western plains, inducing different precipitation mechanisms. Unlike raw forecasts, the post-processed forecast ensembles are able to capture peak precipitation events, which resulted in a major flood event in 2013 within the study area. Future work will involve applying RPP to other Canadian catchments, under different climatic conditions such as coastal, plains, and lake-dominated Boreal Shield, among others. The influence of the density of rain gauges, and perhaps use of a gridded reanalysis product for the observation 10 dataset, are left for future investigations. The authors aim to test the post-processed precipitation forecasts for streamflow forecasting in different Canadian catchments as future work.
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